Network analysis of intra-hospital transfers and hospital onset Clostridium difficile infection.
To explore how SNA can be used to analyse intra-hospital patient networks of individuals with a HAI for further analysis in a GIS environment. A case and control study design was used to select 2008 patients. We retrieved locational data for the patients, which was then translated into a network with the SNA software and then GIS software. Overall metrics were calculated for the SNA based on three datasets and further analysed with a GIS. The SNA analysis compared cases to control indicating significant differences in the overall structure of the networks. A GIS visual representation of these metrics was developed, showing spatial variation across the example hospital floor. This study confirmed the importance that intra-hospital patient networks play in the transmission of HAIs, highlighting opportunities for interventions utilising these data. Due to spatial variation differences, further research is necessary to confirm this is not a localised phenomenon, but instead a common situation occurring within many hospitals. Utilising SNA and GIS analysis in conjunction with one another provided a data-rich environment in which the risk inherent in intra-hospital transfer networks was quantified, visualised and interpreted for potential interventions.